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VITO GIACALONE
AR

Due to the sensitive nature of this Informant, care should be utilized in the dissemination of this information.

DE 919-C* advised on February 21, 1964, that BONNIE MORELLI had asked ANTHONY GIACALONE what he should do about JOHN DUNN.

According to the Informant, ANTHONY GIACALONE told MORELLI that the next time that anything happened between he and DUNN, that MORELLI should beat DUNN up.

According to the Informant, MORELLI had already been to MIKE POLIZZI and DOMINIC PETER CORRADO and they had told him to do something else.

According to the Source, VITO GIACALONE stated that DUNN had kept MORELLI and called him a punk; however, DUNN would not have done this if DUNN had been sober.

RECOMMENDATION

No further action recommended.
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